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Abstract:
Clustering ensemble is a new topic in machine learning which has emerged as a prominent method for improving,
accueacy, robustness and stability of unsupervised classification solutions. It can combine multiple partitions generated
by different clustering algorithms into a single clustering solution. Evolutionary algorithms have been known as
methods with high ability to find the solution of optimization problems like the clustering ensemble problem. So far,
many contributions have been done to find consensus clustering partition by evolutionary algorithms; however there has
been little discussion about the methods of carrying out the initialization population and generation of initial population
in the first phase of clustering ensembles. In this paper, we proposed a new algorithm that used by clustering ensembles
which improves clustering partitions fitness. In addition, diversity clustering problem has been solved by used the
proposed algorithm. Two criteria of the fitness average and clustering accuracy are utilized for comparison of among
individuals generated by the proposed algorithm with other clustering algorithms which have been evaluated by three
different fitness functions based on co-association matrix. The datasets are randomly chosen to represent medium size
problems arising within a variety of biomedical domains. The obtained experimental results on biomedical datasets
have proved the proposed algorithm improves clustering partitions fitness and clustering accuracy.
Keywords: Clustering Ensembles, Fuzzy C-Mean Clustering Algorithm, Evolutionay Algorithms, Initialization
Population, Biomedical data.
different clustering algorithms together and lastly, we can
calculate the final clusters from the results of the obtained
combination [1], [2].
1. INTRODUCTION
Evolutionay algorithms (EAs) such as genetic
In recent years the incorporation between clustering
algorithms
have been known as methods with high ability
algorithms and fuzzy set theory has heightened to the
to
find
the
solution of optimization problems like the
development of several so-called fuzzy clustering
clustering
ensemble
problem. So far, many contributions
algorithms whose aim is to model fuzzy (i.e., ambiguous)
have
been
done
to
find
consensus clustering partition by
unsupervised (unlabeled) patterns efficiently. For fuzzy
EAs;
however
there
has
been little discussion about the
clustering, this limitation is relaxed, and the object can
methods
of
carrying
out
the
population initialization and
consist all of the clusters with a certain degree of
generation
of
clustering
partitions
can be used by EAs in
membership. Fuzzy c-mean clustering algorithms can be
the
first
phase
of
clustering
ensembles
[1].
implemented in solving many practical problems [1].
The clustering ensemble is a new topic in machine
learning and has emerged as a prominent method for
improving accuracy, robustness and stability of
unsupervised classification solutions. Since, different
clustering algorithms can exert different results on a
dataset, there is an idea that we can combine the results of

In most existing researches, traditional clustering
algorithms are used such as K-means algorithm or
random methods more often which generate low fitness
clustering partitions as initial population. However, a
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major problem in clustering ensembles is to generate high
clustering partitions fitness which can be used by EAs
[1], [2].
The main aim of this paper is improving the generated
clustering partitions fitness value in the first phase of
clustering ensembles. We propose a Threshold Fuzzy
C-Means Clustering algorithm (TFCM) for clustering
ensembles which is able to generate high clustering
partitions fitness as initial population which can be used
by EAs.
This paper is divided into four parts. In section 2 we
gave a brief overview of the recent history of fuzzy
c-mean clustering algorithms. We carry on this part with
a description of clustering ensembles and next dealt with
the existing clustering algorithms or methods for
generating clustering partitions in the first phase of
clustering ensembles. Section 3 describes the proposed
methodology. In section 4, the obtained experimental
results by different clustering algorithms and our
proposed algorithm is presented and is assessed changes
of amount of improving average fitness and clustering
accuracy generated by TFCM (with different threshold
values) against the generated individuals fitness average
value by Random Cluster Partition (RCP), K-means,
Fuzzy C-Means (FCM), A randomly combination by
RCP, K-means and FCM (COMB) which are evaluated
separately by three different fitness functions based on
co-association matrix. The last section describes
conclusion and future works.

2. RELATED WORKS
This section starts with a brief review of fuzzy clustering
and clustering ensemble in sections 2.1, 2.2 respectively.
At the end of this section, we introduce EAs which has
been known as methods with high ability in finding
solution for optimization problems like the clustering
ensembles problem.

2.1. FUZZY C-MEANS CLUSTERING ALGORITHM
In fuzzy clustering, an object can assign to all of the
clusters with a certain degree of membership [2]. This is
particularly useful when the boundaries between clusters
are ambiguous and not well detached. Moreover, the
memberships may help the users detect more
sophisticated relationships between a given object and the
disclosed clusters.
Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) [3], [4] was proposed by
Bezdek [2]. FCM efforts to find a partition, represented
as c fuzzy clusters, for a set of data objects xj Є d, j=1,
…, N, while minimizing the cost function in equation (1):
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where:
• U=[ uij ]c × N is the fuzzy partition matrix and uij Є [0,1]
is the membership coefficient of the j-th object in the i-th
cluster that satisfies the following two constraints
equations (2) and (3):
c

u

ij

 1,  j

(2)

i 1

which declares the same overall weight for every data
point (when fuzzy clustering meets this constraint, it is
also called probabilistic clustering), and
N
(3)
0 
u  N ,i



ij

j 1

which declares no empty clusters;
• M = [m1, …, mc] is the cluster prototype (mean or
center) matrix;
• m Є [1,∞) is the fuzzification parameter and a larger m
favors fuzzier clusters. m is usually set to 2 [5];
• Dij=D(xj,mi ) is the distance between xj and mi, and with
FCM, Dij2 = ||xj-mi ||22 i.e., the Euclidean or L2 norm
distance function is used.

2.2.

CLUSTERING
ENSEMBLES
EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHMS

USING

The problem of clustering ensembles or clustering
combination can be defined generally as follows: Given
multiple clustering of the dataset, find a combined
clustering with better quality. Whereas the problem of
clustering combination bears some traits of a classical
clustering problem, it also has three major problems,
which are specific to combination design including of
consensus function, diversity of clustering and strength of
constituents/components. In this paper we focus on
diversity of clustering problem in clustering ensembles
that usually is caused in the first phase of clustering
ensemble.
However, diversity of clustering is a serious weakness
in clustering ensembles. In this paper, diversity of
clustering problem in clustering ensemble is solved by
used merely one clustering algorithm. Diversity of the
individual clustering of a given dataset can be achieved
by several approaches. Applying various clustering
algorithms, using one algorithm with different built-in
initialization and parameters projecting data onto
different subspaces choosing different subsets of features
and selecting different subsets of data points are instances
of this generative mechanism [7]. A serious weakness
with this argument, however, is that there is diversity of
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clustering in clustering ensembles [1] and in this paper;
we intend to solve diversity of clustering problem.
As aforesaid, the aim of this paper is improving the
initial population usage EAs in the first phase of
clustering ensembles. There are several usual methods for
population initialization in EAs such as using different
clustering algorithms or random methods. In [7] by
Azimi et al., in [8] by Mohammadi et al. and in [9] by
Luo et al., the chromosomal population P(t)={p1, ..., pN}
consists of N chromosomes. Initially, each chromosome
can be regarded as an integer sequence of length |X|
representing a possible clustering of the dataset X={x1, ...,
xn}. Initially, the chromosomes p1, ..., pN are randomly
generated using values between 1 and k.

3. METHODOLOGY
Our methodology for improving the population fitness
belonging to employed evolutionay algorithm in
clustering ensembles by our proposed algorithm is shown
in the Figure 1. The following next paragraphs will go
into details of describing the methodology.
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based on their membership values like FCM. In addition,
a threshold is embedded in FCM which specifies
difference value between main maximum membership
and other maximum memberships. We use a new method
in our algorithm which generate initial individuals with
high fitness values, describes in section 3.1.
The main aim of this paper is improving the generated
clustering partitions fitness value in first phase of
clustering ensemble which can be used by an EA. It is
able to generate high fitness individuals as clustering
partition. A clustering ensemble algorithm uses many
clustering partitions as initial population and a specific
consensus function (fitness function) to find a final
partition from stored clustering partitions. In second
phase of the methodology, the produced individuals
fitness value by RCP, K-means, FCM, COMB and our
proposed algorithm named TFCM (with different
threshold values) are calculated based on three different
fitness functions, describes in section 3.2.
We propose a fitness function which employed a
Similarity Matrix as co-association matrix and evaluate
individual’s fitness value based on number of incidents
objects in the same cluster, describes in section 3.2.1.
Two other fitness functions in this paper by Azimi et al.
[7], [8] and by Hong et al. [9] are explained in sections
3.2.2 and 3.2.3, respectively.
Finally the individuals’ fitness values and generated
RCP, K-means, FCM, COMB and our proposed
algorithm TFCM (with different threshold values) and
their clustering accuracy are compared as obtained
experimental results. Next amount of improving of
individuals’ fitness value and clustering accuracy
generated by above mentioned clustering algorithms are
analysed.

3.1.

THE THRESHOLD
CLUSTERING ALGORITHM

Figure 1. The proposed methodology

FUZZY

C-MEANS

In this section we explain the proposed algorithm which
The methodology is categorized into two phases. In
generates high fitness value individuals. The proposed
the first phase, five different clustering algorithms that
algorithm is like FCM; moreover a threshold is
are Random Clustering partitions (RCP), K-means
embedded in FCM. In FCM, each object is classified to a
Clustering Algorithm (K-means), Fuzzy C-Means
class who has the maximum membership between all
Algorithm (FCM), a randomly combination by of RCP,
existing memberships that called Main Maximum
K-means, FCM (COMB) and our proposed algorithm in
Membership (MMM). This means an object is classified
this paper, Threshold Fuzzy C-Means Algorithm (TFCM)
to a class who has the maximum membership, but in the
with different threshold values are executed on a dataset
same clustering execution, it is maybe other Maximum
for generating of clustering partitions as initial individual
Memberships (MMi ) in each object exists that have
population.
difference a little with MMM. Therefore, we embed a
The datasets used in this paper are preprocessed and
threshold in FCM that appoints boundary between two
there are not any noisy data in datasets. The proposed
membership values and it is maybe an object is classified
algorithm is a new version of FCM which classify objects
to several classes. On the other hand, an object can be
4th Iranian Conference on eHealth and ICT Application in Medical Sciences
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classified to i-th class where apply to relation (4):
(4)
where i = 1, …, k (number of clusters). Membership
values of an object related to each class are real numbers
in the range of [0,1], therefore threshold values used in
the proposed algorithm are real numbers in the range of
(0,1). Obviously threshold values 0 and 1 cannot
influence the proposed algorithm. It is executed with a
specified value from {0.1, 0.2, …, 0.9} each time. By
using the above defined threshold, our proposed
algorithm as a main process in the first phase of
clustering ensembles is able to generate many clustering
partitions as initial population which can be used by a EA
in the second phase of clustering ensembles.
Majority of clustering algorithms such as K-means
generate only one clustering partition when they run on a
dataset, but our proposed algorithm generates many
individuals in any execution. It is shown in the Figure 2.
Threshold  MMM  MMi
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value is changed as cluster label, if it is changed so gene
value is exchanged with new cluster label, otherwise gene
value remains constant.

3.2.

THE PROPOSED FITNESS FUNCTIONS FOR
EVALUATION
OF
INITIAL
INDIVIDUALS
POPULATION FITNESS

In this section, we propose a fitness function to evaluate
initial population fitness in section 4.3.1. Also we use two
other fitness functions existing in research works [7], [8],
[9] are performed for evaluation of population fitness in
clustering ensembles using a EA, describe in sections
4.3.2 and 4.3.3.

3.2.1.

THE FIRST PROPOSED FITNESS FUNCTIONS
FOR EVALUATION OF INDIVIDUALS FITNESS

In this section, we propose a fitness function for
estimation of the generated individuals’ fitness value by
different clustering algorithms and our algorithm. We
suggest a Similarity Matrix as co-association matrix that
is a N*N matrix (N is the number of samples in dataset)
and at the beginning, all elements should be zero. In any
execution of clustering algorithm, if samples xi and xj of a
dataset are classified a certain cluster, on the other hand if
they would be in the same cluster, the value at i-th row
and j-th column of the similarity matrix will been
increased by equation (5) shows this operation for each
execution of a clustering algorithm.
Similarity (xi,xj) + 1 ; if samples xi,xj : same cluster

(5)

Similarity (xi,xj) =
Similarity (xi,xj) ; otherwise

Figure 2. Flowchart of the proposed algrithm

A new individual is generated and put on to initial
population if relation (4) would be corrected. Again the
relation (4) is checked and if it would be corrected,
another new individual is generated and so on. Therefore
many new individuals are generated as initial population
in any execution of the proposed algorithm.
In the each generated individual by the proposed
algorithm, genes values remain constant and their values
have the same cluster labels which are generated based
on MMM, except genes whose their cluster labels are
changed. On the other hand, in each generated individual
by the proposed algorithm, we assess whichever genes

We propose a fitness function based on similarity
matrix which calculates individual fitness value by
equations (6) and (7). The proposed fitness function
calculates individuals’ fitness value based on numbers of
incidents samples (xi , xj) the same cluster. Therefore
different clustering algorithms such as K-means and FCM
should be performed several times and next each
individual fitness value is calculated based on the
proposed fitness function. The generated individuals
fitness values by RCP, K-means, FCM, a combination of
RCP, K-means, FCM and the proposed algorithm are
calculated based on the proposed fitness function as
follow
K
(6)
Individual _ Fitness 
Partition _ Fitness (C )


i 1
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where
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criteria exist so far and no single
one is valid for all kinds of data
c kl 
n
sets. A popular clustering criterion
 (x j ,Ck )

is the minimization of the withinj 1
cluster variation. Provided that
each instance xj has m features xj={xj1 , xj2 , … , xjm}, j=1,
2, …, n, then the within-cluster variation of the clustering
solution C = {C1 , C2 , … , Ck} of the data set can be
calculated by equation (12):
n

Partition _ Fitness ( C k ) 

 Similarity

( xi , x j )

(7)

xi , x j  C k

xi,xjCk and K=1, …, k, and samples xi and xj are
elements of a generated clustering partition. For example,
if current dataset has six instances {x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6},
individual (1 3 2 3 1 2) represents instances {x1, x5},
{x2, x4} and {x3, x6} are classified in three different
groups (k=3) and should be calculated partition fitness of
{x1, x5}, {x2, x4} and {x3, x6}, separately.

  (x

j

, C k ). x jl

j 1

n

f (C ) 

K

2

m

   (x
j 1 k 1

j

, C k ). ( x jl  c kl )
l 1

3.2.2.

THE SECOND USED FITNESS FUNCTIONS FOR
EVALUATION OF INDIVIDUALS FITNESS

We use the fitness function by Azimi et al. in [7] and
Mohammadi et al. in [8] that is a two stage fitness
function including intra-cluster fitness as in (8) and
extra-cluster fitness as in (9). First, based on the coassociation matrix values, the average similarity in each
cluster is calculated (intra-cluster fitness) by (10) and
(11). Note that, the genes with equal index are in same
cluster. Then, the average similarity between all clusters
is calculated (extra-cluster fitness) by (10) and (11).
Finally, final fitness is calculated by to subtract Intra
Cluster Fitness from Extra Cluster Fitness.
NC k NC k

Fitness _ Cluster (C k )    Co _ association(i, j ) /( NC k  1)

(8)

i 1 j 1
C

Intra _ Cluster _ Fitness 

 Fitness

_ Cluster ( C k ) / C

(9)

k 1

NC i NC j

Penalty _ Cluster (Ci , C j ) 

  Co _ associatio n (i, j) / NC

i

* NC j

(10)

i 1 j 1

C 1 C

Extra _ Cluster _ Fitness    Penlty _ Cluster(i, j ) /(C (C  1) / 2)

(11)

i 1 j 1

Where Co-association (i,j) is the value of entry (i,j) in
co-association matrix; Fitness-cluster (k) is the fitness of
cluster k; Nk is the number of samples in cluster k; C is
number of clusters; Penalty-Cluster (Ci,Cj) is the average
similarity between Ci and Cj; Extra-cluster-Fitness is the
average similarity between all clusters.
3.2.3.

THE THIRUSED FITNESS FUNCTIONS FOR EVALUATION
OF INDIVIDUALS FITNESS

We use the fitness function by Hong et al. [9], which
defines data clustering as the following combinatory
optimization problem. Let D = {x1 , x2 ,… , xn} denote a
data set containing n unlabeled instances, clustering
algorithms work to classify these n instances into k
groups such that the optimal value of a predefined
clustering criterion is achieved. Numbers of clustering

(13)

for k=1, …, K, l=1, 2, …, m and
1

if the instance xj belongs to group Ck

0

Otherwise

(14)

 (x j , Ck ) 

4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
The obtained experimental results by clustering
algorithms including RCP, K-means, FCM, COMB and
the proposed algorithm named TFCM (with different
threshold values) are divided into two parts. In the first
part, all generated individuals fitness average value by
three different fitness functions based on co-association
matixare are compared. In the second part, all clustering
accuracy average generated by above mentioned
clustering algorithms are compared and analysed. The
main aim in this paper is to improve the initial
individuals’ fitness value which can be used by an EA in
clustering ensembles. In this paper, TFCM generates high
individuals’ fitness and also has high clustering accuracy
average.
Amount of improving fitness average value generated
by TFCM (with different threshold values) and its
clustering accuracy against the generated individuals
fitness average value by RCP, K-means, FCM and
COMB and their clustering accuracy are evaluated and
compared, separately and then are analysed. The
proposed algorithm named TFCM is executed with a
threshold values in the range of T = {0.1, 0.2, …, 0.9}.
The data sets in this study were chosen to represent a
variety within a specific class of data sets characterised
by small number of true classes which is correspond to
coherent clusters, moderate number of observations and
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number of features. Such data sets are collected, for
example, in clinical medicine for pilot research studies.
Thus we picked mostly biomedical data as the real data
sets.
All the above mentioned clustering algorithms are
executed separately on the six numeric biomedical
datasets including Diabetes, Heart, Hepati, Lung, Lymph
and Thyroid aretaken from UCI Machine learning
repository that is shown in Table 1. FCM and TFCM
classify only numeric objects existing in a numeric
dataset. Therefore we use six numeric medicine datasets
as benchmarks which have been used much in existing
research works (see in [1]).
Dataset
Diabetes
Heart
Hepati
Lung
Lymph
Thyroid

Table 1. Datasets and their characteristics
No.Instances
No.Features
No.Class
768
8
2
270
13
2
155
20
2
32
57
3
148
19
4
215
5
3

4.1. EVALUATION OF INDIVIDUALS FITNESS
Figures 3(a), 3(b) and 3(c) present the experimental
results on six biomedical datasets, describes in the above
Table. In Figure 3(a) there is a clear trend of improving
individuals’ fitness average generated by the proposed
algorithm named TFCM.

(a). Fitness average evaluated by the first fitness function

(b). Fitness average evaluated by the second fitness function
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(c). Fitness average evaluated by the third fitness function
Figure 3. The generated individuals fitness average by five clustering
algorithms including RCP, K-means, FCM, COMB and TFCM have
been evaluated by three different fitness function on six numeric
biomedical datasets

From Figure 3(a), fitness average of cluster partitions
in TFCM with Vthreshold  {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5} in
curved lines related to Lung, Diabetes, Heart and Lymph
datasets is improved 38%, 44%, 35% and 23%
respectively, TFCM with Vthreshold  {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4} in
curved lines related to Thyroid dataset is improved 38%,
and TFCM with Vthreshold  {0.2} in curved line related to
Hepati dataset is improved 32%, in comparison with
other clustering algorithms, which are RCP, K-means,
FCM and COMB.
Figure 3(b) shows fitness average of cluster partitions
generated by mentioned the clustering algorithms on six
biomedical datasets where cluster partitions fitnesses was
calculated by using the second proposed fitness function.
In the Figure 3(b), fitness average of cluster partitions in
TFCM with Vthreshold  {0.3, 0.4, 0.5} in curved line
related to Lung dataset is improved 14%, TFCM with
Vthreshold  {0.2, 0.3, 0.4} in curved line related to Thyroid
dataset is improved 32%, TFCM with Vthreshold  {0.3,
0.4} in curved line related to Diabetes dataset is
improved 22%, TFCM with Vthreshold  {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4}
in curved line related to Heart dataset is improved 36%,
TFCM with Vthreshold  {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5} in curved
line related to Hepati dataset is improved 35% and
TFCM with Vthreshold  {0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6} in curved
line related to Lymph dataset is improved 43%, in
comparison with other clustering algorithms, which are
RCP, K-means, FCM and COMB.
Figure 3(c) presents fitness average of cluster
partitions generated by mentioned the clustering
algorithms on six biomedical datasets where cluster
partitions fitnesses was calculated by the third fitness
function. In Figure 3(c), fitness average of cluster
partitions in TFCM with Vthreshold  {0.1, 0.2, 0.3} in
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curved line related to Lung dataset is improved 23%,
TFCM with Vthreshold  {0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5} in curved line
related to Thyroid dataset is improved 15%, TFCM with
Vthreshold  {0.1, 0.2} in curved line related to Diabetes
dataset is improved 30%, TFCM with Vthreshold  {0.4} in
curved line related to Heart dataset is improved 14%,
TFCM with Vthreshold  {0.2, 0.3, 0.4} in curved line
related to Hepati dataset is improved 28% and TFCM
with Vthreshold  {0.2} in curved line related to Lymph
dataset is improved 17%, in comparison with other
clustering algorithms, which are RCP, K-means, FCM,
and COMB.

4.2. EVALUATION OF CLUSTERING ACCURACY
In this section, clustering accuracy of five clustering
algorithms are evaluated. In Table 2, clustering accuracy
average resulted by clustering algorithms including RCP,
K-means, FCM, COMB and TFCM – with different
threshold values, on six biomedical datasets are shown.
Table 2. Clustering accuracy average of five clustering algorithms
including RCP, K-means, FCM, COMB and TFCM with different
threshold values used on six biomedical datasets
Clustering
Accuracy Average on the six biomedical datasets
Diabetes
Heart
Hepati
Lung
Lymph
Thyroid
Algorithm
RCP
50.8
50.18
50.34
57.73
52.07
49.20
K-means
55.13
51.71
60.49
66.48
59.66
76.88
FCM
55.05
51.71
57.74
67.51
58.38
73.93
COMB
53.48
51.23
56.30
64.32
56.91
66.22
TFCM(0.1)
56.77
52.18
66.80
69.07
59.46
72.01
TFCM(0.2)
57.73
51.86
67.25
69.83
61.74
75.44
TFCM(0.3)
55.50
51.65
68.01
69.57
63.74
76.93
TFCM(0.4)
54.19
51.58
67.02
69.41
64.82
76.88
TFCM(0.5)
53.99
51.30
67.02
61.39
63.34
74.64
TFCM(0.6)
53.55
50.97
66.90
61.86
61.70
70.75
TFCM(0.7)
53.26
50.86
64.85
58.78
60.08
64.88
TFCM(0.8)
52.90
50.49
64.07
58.74
58.92
59.25
TFCM(0.9)
52.59
50.46
63.90
57.26
58.73
52.53

From Table 2, clustering accuracy average of TFCM
with Vthreshold  {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4} on Lung dataset,
TFCM with Vthreshold  {0.1, 0.2} on Diabetes and Heart
datasets, TFCM with Vthreshold  {0.2, 0.3, 0.4} on
Thyroid dataset, TFCM with Vthreshold  {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4,
0.5, 0.6} on Hepati dataset and TFCM with
Vthreshold  {0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7} on Lymph dataset
are highest clustering accuracy average against RCP,
K-means, FCM and COMB.
Generally TFCM with Vthreshold  {0.1, 0.2} is highest
clustering accuracy average on all six biomedical
datasets. Therefore clustering accuracy average is
improved by TFCM with low threshold values (Vthreshold 
{0.1, 0.2}). There is no increase of clustering accuracy
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average in TFCM with Vthreshold  {0.8, 0.9} on all six
biomedical datasets in Table 2.

5.

EVALUATION
ACCURACY

OF

The purpose of the current study is to improve fitness
value of individuals generated and increasing clustering
accuracy of clustering algorithms in the first phase of
clustering ensembles. In this paper, a new algorithm has
been suggested for clustering ensembles. A method has
been employed in the proposed algorithm which is able to
generate high fitness individuals. There are significant
difference between amount of improving of individuals’
fitness average generated by the proposed algorithm
named TFCM against other clustering algorithms
including of RCP, K-means, FCM and COMB.
Another most striking result for emerging from the
results that is generated high fitness individuals merely
and without applying other clustering algorithms in the
first phase of clustering ensembles. Therefore, the
proposed algorithm solved diversity of clustering
problem in clustering ensembles. We compared the
fitness average among individuals generated by the
proposed algorithm named TFCM and other clustering
algorithms which have been evaluated by three different
fitness functions. We proposed a fitness function for
estimation of individuals’ fitness value and used two
other fitness functions.
The obtained experimental results on six biomedical
datasets have demonstrated TFCM is able to improve
individuals’ fitness value and also its clustering accuracy
is highest among other clustering algorithms. Further
work needs to be applying of the proposed algorithm in
second phase of clustering ensembles using EAs such as
genetic algorithms, then investigation and evaluation of
reliability, stability and accuracy in obtained
experimental results.
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